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Of the non-nuclear analyses utilized

Here we have a text that fulfills its pur-

to achieve the goals of forensics, mass

pose well. It serves well as an introduc-

spectrometry in its many forms, is a key

tion to nuclear forensics for those with

weapon in the arsenal. Though there

a minimum of analytical and engineer-

is a brief explanation of the principals,

ing background. If readers have some

the editor and his contributors do not

analytical chemistry or nuclear analysis

waste much space explaining how the

capability under their belts so much the

myriad mass-spec techniques work—

better, but in large measure, the book

one must look elsewhere for that. A

can be read with minimal knowledge in

diagram of the general principles is not

these areas. As a bonus, this text also

to be found (probably considered too ba-

provides a historical perspective of the

sic for the text), but this reviewer would

field. Another unique contribution is the

have found it useful especially when the

discussion of real-world applications of

fication of a source of nuclear or radio-

several mass spectrometry practices are

forensic techniques using recent events

active materials and the route of transit

discussed. Enough of these variants of

such as the North Korean nuclear tests.

of the materials are key components of

mass spectroscopy are mentioned to

This is an ensemble production with

nuclear forensics. He adopts the term

warrant a fuller explanation of the overall

contributors hailing from across Europe

“nuclear forensic analysis” because it

method. A mass-spec technique com-

and the United States. Swedish, Rus-

more broadly encompasses the multiple

parison table somewhat along the lines

sian, Finnish, Hungarian, German, and

techniques that in past years were used

of Table 3.1, which includes all forensic

American specialists have all contributed

in isolation but now can be employed

techniques, would have helped to eluci-

to a concise, well-constructed guide to

collectively for arms control, nonprolif-

date and summarize application of this

the field. One can actually treat this text

eration and intelligence work involving

method. Of all the chapters in the book,

as a good read rather than a reference

radioactive or nuclear materials.

Chapter 3 is perhaps the most difficult

to be pulled down from the shelf when
needed.

The main elements of the field are

to follow. However, a lucid explanation

explained in a very methodical way, al-

of the application of mass-spec is made

In the introduction, the editor Vitaly

lowing the novice to ease into the sub-

that will enlighten the reader as to the

Fedchenko makes it clear that nuclear

ject matter. Chapters 1 and 2 explain the

large role it plays in forensics.

forensics has come of age. This term

field, carefully laying out such elements

The book flies higher afterwards.

probably originated with the rise of

as its terminology and application. The

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are where the ra-

nuclear smuggling in the 1990s as in-

“process” of nuclear forensics — es-

diological analyses hold the spotlight.

vestigations sought techniques for evi-

sentially how it is conducted — is re-

Gamma-spectroscopy,

dentiary purposes in the prosecution of

viewed by explaining sample collection

tures (uranium and plutonium), and ra-

criminal cases. Attribution or the identi-

and characterization whereby the ma-

dionuclide signatures provide the basic
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foundation of nuclear forensics. Perhaps

attribution is the age of the nuclear ma-

“CTBT-relevant” nuclides. A simple but

because of this, the principals of gamma

terial since it was chemically separated.

effective chart (Figure 6.1) illustrates a

spec are provided in a bit more abun-

Using both uranium and plutonium, it is

logical decision-making scheme utilizing

dance than was done for mass-spec.

explained how chemical separation dur-

the CTBT-relevant nuclides to determine

Detector types are discussed along with

ing the manufacturing process removes

treaty violations. The aforementioned

their capabilities and limitations. Com-

the isotopes of decay and how new in-

ten categories define radionuclides as-

petent discussions of the basic issues

growth can be utilized to determine the

sociated with nuclear detonations, un-

of gamma spectroscopy follow in turn:

age of the uranium or plutonium. Even

derground tests, underwater and atmo-

resolution of nuclide peaks, peak width,

the age of uranium deposits can be es-

spheric tests, and others defined by the

measurement time, and background

timated by using neodymium, lead or

manner in which the radionuclides are

radiation. A few brief words about air-

strontium isotope ratios.

produced. The result is Table 6.3 — the

borne and underwater measurements

We reach the post-explosion envi-

forty-two particulate fission products

are provided. They prove to be important

ronment in Chapter 6. Despite the loss

relevant to international monitoring un-

in the later chapter on real-life attribution

of most physical and chemical signa-

der the CTBT. A table of forty-two non-

cases.

tures by the explosion, the resulting ra-

fission products compliments this (Table

In Chapter 5, the processes that

dioactive materials in debris and fallout

6.4). This material is concisely and sim-

generate, transform, or modify nuclear

can be subjected to collection, character-

ply delivered to the reader in a manner

material are discussed in the context of

ization, and forensic interpretation that

that a novice to the field can benefit from

determining the history of the materials.

elucidate the history of the material. The

immediately without confusion or the

The chapter is supplemented by twen-

chapter begins with the selection of “rel-

need for further research.

ty-one figures including electron micro-

evant radionuclides” used to calculate

Chapters 7, 8, and 9 are excellent

scopic images of uranium ore concen-

post-explosion doses to humans and to

reads — truly interesting and extremely

trates and fuel pellets. A good amount of

verify compliance with the Comprehen-

helpful in that they frame the historical

effort was applied here to describe me-

sive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) from the

background of nuclear forensics and

tallic uranium and plutonium because of

2,391 known radioisotopes. The third

then discuss real-world applications of

its military use. Fuel pellets, which can

section of this chapter is divided into ten

its principles. The applied examples in-

be distinguished macroscopically and

categories that help determine the rel-

clude discerning characteristics of Chi-

microscopically by the methods used to

evant radionuclides. It is an education on

nese nuclear weapons development

produce them, are also given their due.

nuclear weapon debris. The categories

and analyses of nuclear activities in Iran,

A section is devoted to non-fissile

include, of course, fission products and

Iraq, and North Vietnam. In Chapter 7,

materials commonly accompanying ura-

activation products, but also non-fission

one finds a fascinating discussion of

nium, plutonium, and thorium. These

reaction products, residues, and tracers.

early environmental testing for German

elements may arise from processing

Clarity and insight mark this chapter.

atomic bomb development including No-

of uranium oxide compounds or may

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 highlight a discussion

bel Prize winner Luis Alvarez’ creation

accompany the feed material into the

of the twenty-one most important radio-

of a xenon-detection system and the

process. Rare earths and uranium oxide

nuclides utilized for estimating global

collection of Rhine river water samples

compounds follow a pattern unaffected

average effective dose commitments

in 1944 by Manhattan Project foreign

by processing that allow the uranium to

from nuclear testing (Table 6.1) and the

intelligence. As interesting are the rev-

be traced back to a mine or geological

thirty-six deemed important for under-

elations concerning the origins of soil

location. Excellent figures accompany

ground testing inventories in connection

testing to determine bomb yield credited

Chapter 5 that illustrate the dimensions,

with France’s Pacific testing from 1975

to Herbert Anderson and Nathan Sugar-

markings, and grain morphology of urani-

to 1996 (Table 6.2). This leads up to a

man of the project’s Metallurgical Labo-

um fuel pellets from which manufactur-

discussion of the fallout particles needed

ratory. Through these efforts, Anderson

ers can be ascertained. Another parame-

to perform verification of nuclear deto-

discovered the glass created in the heat

ter that can provide forensic evidence for

nations under the CTBT – the so-called

of atomic explosions from desert sand
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(trinitite). The idea for airborne collection

re-entry and the 1986 Chernobyl acci-

surement units, the chemical elements

of bomb debris by a B-29 airplane, also

dent.

by atomic number, and a six-page glos-

the brainchild of Metallurgical Laboratory

Appendix 8A is the “fun part” of the

sary. There is an index and the referenc-

personnel and tested in 1945, is also

book. Swedish analyses of various nu-

es have been placed in footnotes. The

discussed in these pages. The authors

clear tests are reviewed illustrating how

book is more than adequately illustrated

are not one-sided: a section is devoted

and what forensics revealed about the

with high-quality black and white photo-

to the development of debris analysis in

past nuclear weapons tests of China. All

graphs.

the Soviet Union including Soviet investi-

told, the forensics of more than twenty

gations of U.S. tests.

tests are concisely reviewed.

A lean 290 pages, this work combines the technology and history of

The rubber really hits the road in

With the basis of Chapter 8, the

nuclear forensics into a very readable

Chapter 8. Here, Lars-Erik De Geer dis-

next logical effort is to describe recent

framework for those new and senior to

cusses the forensic efforts of the Swed-

forensic applications. This was taken on

the subject matter. There is also no ques-

ish National Defense Research Estab-

by Vitaly Fedchenko and Robert Kelley in

tion that the book will make a fine class-

lishment. Remote sensing (air sampling,

Chapter 9, which includes the forensic

room companion or primary textbook,

both fixed and airborne), the principles

analyses of North Korean enrichment and

despite the lack of problems or ques-

of radionuclide fractionation, and stud-

nuclear test efforts. A healthy amount of

tions to assign to future practitioners of

ies of hot particles dominate the opening

text is also devoted to the forensic ef-

this applied science. Its writing style and

discussion of the chapter. De Geer then

forts expended to investigate the 1990s

the breath of its coverage assure moti-

describes Sweden’s rather impressive

era nuclear program of Iraq. This is all

vated student use. This is a sound, well-

role in developing verification systems

quite fascinating material some of which

thought-out, and well-written addition to

for the CTBT including its noble gas de-

reads like a detective novel. There is an

the nonproliferation literature.

tection system. An interesting section

even a section titled quite mysteriously

applying Swedish-based forensics to

as “The Purple Sweater.”

“non-nuclear explosions” rounds out the

The New Nuclear Forensics is sup-

chapter. These are events such as the

plemented by a lengthy but welcome

1983 nuclear-powered Cosmos satellite

list of acronyms, a list of relevant mea-
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